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stamp here Hello PMC Members, 
 
Just concluding our travels in Venice as we get ready to pack our bags and head to the shipping port. 
The last few days have been spent looking at the wider scenes and activities around Venice and out from 
the main island of San Marco where we have been staying right in the centre of town, at Hotel Casanova 
(named after the famous artist that had many lady friends). 
 
We headed out along the numerous river and canal systems enjoying the views of the islands with the 
painted houses that need permission to change the colour of their homes as this is a popular tourist 
attraction. 
 
Cruising along the river system we come to the island of Burano that is famous for its handmade lace. 
After lunch we went on to the island Lido and the famous Lido Beach of Love where we walked along the 
sand and stepped into the Adriatic Sea. 
 
Yesterday was spent around St Marco again to view demonstrations of the famous Murano glassware 
that is known worldwide for it fine features and amazing colours. The famous glass blowers from  
Murano, usually work for 15 years before they would be able to produce pieces of high quality. Making 
the glass takes good quality sand which is in abundance around Venice. 
 
The bells of St Marco’s Bell Tower are now chiming for 7:30 am and breakfast is calling. All rung by hand 
and deafening if you take the lift to the top (about 20 floors up) with the tour at that time. 
 
Cheers, 
Wendy 

Sand...Glass...Wine!Sand...Glass...Wine!Sand...Glass...Wine!   


